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The Agenda of the Mission Sustainable Housing Committee meeting to be held via 
videoconference on Thursday, February 10, 2022 at 3:00 pm. 
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1. CALL TO ORDER

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

3. MINUTES FOR APPROVAL

(a) Minutes of the Mission Sustainable Housing Committee meeting held on 
January 13, 2022.

4. NEW BUSINESS

(a) Membership Update

(b) Local Area Planning
Report to Council “Stave Heights Neighbourhood Plan – LAN.47 
Referrals and Public Engagement Results” dated February 7, 2022 is 
attached to this agenda.  Attachment A (Draft Stave Heights 
Neighbourhood Plan) of the report provided to Committee separately.

(c) Affordable Housing Strategy Update
Report to Council “Affordable Housing Strategy” dated February 7, 2022 
is attached to this agenda.  Attachment A (Affordable Housing Strategy) 
of the report provided to Committee separately.

(d) Joint MSHC and DLC Sub-Committee Update

5. ROUNDTABLE

6. NEXT MEETING

7. ADJOURNMENT
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The Minutes of the Mission Sustainable Housing Committee meeting held via 
videoconference on Thursday, January 13, 2022 commencing at 3:00 pm. 

Members Present: Dawn Hein, Mission Association for Community Living, Chair 
Tia Everitt, Mission Association for Seniors Housing, Alternate Chair 
Carol Hamilton, Councillor 
Ana Sanchez Bardales, Fraser Health Authority 
Annie Charker, Citizen Representative 
Gerald Heinrichs, Heinrichs Developments 
Jennifer Breakspear, SARA for Women 

Members Absent: Indigenous Housing Provider  
Ministry of Social Development and Poverty Reduction  
Mission Community Services Society 
Mission Hope Central 

Others Present: Judith Ray, Citizen 
Kirsten Hargreaves, Manager of Social Development 
Mike Dickinson, Manager of Long Range Planning and Special Projects 
Sandra Horvath, Administrative Assistant 

1. CALL TO ORDER 

The Chair called the meeting to order. 

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

Moved and seconded,  
That the agenda of the Mission Sustainable Housing Committee meeting held on 
January 13, 2022 be approved as circulated. 
CARRIED 

3. MINUTES FOR APPROVAL 

Moved and seconded,  
That the minutes of the December 2, 2021 meeting of the Mission Sustainable Housing 
Committee be approved. 
CARRIED 

4. NEW BUSINESS 

(a) Election of Mission Sustainable Housing Committee Chair 
Moved, 
That Dawn Hein be elected as Chair of the Mission Sustainable Housing Committee. 
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CARRIED 
Moved, 
That Tia Everitt be elected as Alternate Chair of the Mission Sustainable Housing 
Committee. 
CARRIED 

(b) Draft MSHC Terms of Reference Update 
The Draft MSHC Terms of Reference Update was provided for the Committee’s 
information.  Council will be considering it for approval on January 17, 2022. 
The proposed update includes some housekeeping changes, mandate revisions, as 
well as the addition of two additional voting members to the Committee – a citizen 
representative and a SARA for Women representative. 
The Committee discussed the possibility of replacing the word “implement” in the 
second bullet point of the Mandate section with either “participate in” or “support the 
implementation of”.   
ACTION ITEM:  M. Dickinson will provide a verbal request to Council at the regular 
meeting to incorporate this change into the Terms of Reference before approval. 

(c) Joint MSHC and DLC Member Sub-Committee 
Representatives from this Committee and the Development Liaison Committee (DLC) 
met to discuss implementation strategies for the Draft Affordable Housing Strategy 
and determine alignment between these two committees and how to create more 
housing. 
A recommendation to form a sub-committee to review and assist in implementing the 
recommendations of the Affordable Housing Strategy will be made to Council at the 
same time that the Affordable Housing Strategy is presented to Council for 
consideration of approval – on February 7, 2022.  
Discussion ensued and includes the following highlights: 

• Realistic targets need to be established to ensure success. 

• The focus on supply needs to be a priority.  Once the City’s secondary suites 
policy is approved, the housing numbers will improve statistically.  

• There is a need for more secondary suites and social housing; housing for staff 
working in these services also needs to be taken into consideration.  

• Collaboration between the two groups around specific policies may be very 
effective and achieve results faster. 

• Members of the two committees bring different professional experiences and 
perspectives. Meeting as a sub-committee will allow for each committee and 
City staff to learn from each other and support staff as they implement policies 
and actions that will result in housing being more affordable for the full 
spectrum of housing needs of Mission residents. 
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(d) Affordable Housing Strategy Update 
The Affordable Housing Strategy has been deferred to Council for approval until 
February 7, 2022. 
Some of the main strategies have been re-prioritized in the document.  The document 
provides broad guidance on how strategies can be prioritized. 
As the Strategy will be a living, working document, amendments may need to be made 
in the future as circumstances change. 
The Committee expressed desire to view the document before being presented to 
Council for approval. 
ACTION ITEM:  M. Dickinson will consult with the Corporate Administration 
Department to determine if the document can be released to this Committee ahead of 
Council. 

(e) RV Parking and Amendment to Traffic Regulation Bylaw 
At the June 3, 2021 MSHC meeting, the Committee discussed proposed amendments 
to Traffic Regulation Bylaw 1698-1987 and Bylaw Notice Enforcement Bylaw 5700-
2018, as presented to Council on May 17, 2021. The purpose of the proposed 
amendments is to prohibit recreational vehicles from being occupied as living quarters 
whiled parked on City roads.  Council is seeking this Committee’s comments prior to 
adoption of the amending bylaws.  Before reporting back to Council, further comment 
from this Committee is needed. 
Bylaw Enforcement has been communicating with people living in RV’s that are parked 
on city streets and especially those parked near schools (there are children’s safety 
concerns).  Staff are trying to determine what their situations are and advising them of 
various resources to aid them in finding better locations.   
Bylaw staff indicated that the number of people living in RVs on streets is small, though 
the exact numbers are not known. 
The Committee discussed their concerns with the proposed amendments.  Comments 
are summarized below as follows: 

• If the amended bylaws are adopted as presented, the result could be further 
homelessness. 

• Targeting people parked on streets near schools could stigmatize those 
individuals.  

• There are different reasons for people living in RVs and there are many 
legitimate forms of housing.    

• The proposed amendments may force people living in RVs to move farther 
away from services and the community, putting their health and safety at risk.  

• Safer locations are needed to park RVs rather than on city streets and should 
include sewerage disposal and a fresh water source. 

• There needs to be some flexibility with certain situations, which can be 
achieved on a case-by-case basis and through policies.   
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(f) 2nd Avenue and Wardrop Street Second Stage Housing Update –  
SARA for Women 
Initial renderings for the proposed new second stage housing are in.  The construction 
will be wood frame.  SARA for Women is concerned, as wood frame construction will 
take considerably longer to erect than modular housing, which is their preference.  The 
Santa Rosa Housing is increasingly more dilapidated – the sooner these residents can 
be moved to the new housing, the better. The demand for housing for women and 
women with children continues to grow. 

(g) Neighbourhood Planning Updates 
This item was deferred until the February 11, 2022 meeting of the MSHC. 

5. ROUNDTABLE 

The Chair asked the members if anyone had any information to provide the Committee.  
There were no items. 

6. NEXT MEETING 

Thursday, February 10, 2022 at 3:00 pm via video conference. 

7. ADJOURNMENT  

Moved and seconded,  
That the meeting be adjourned. 
CARRIED 
The meeting adjourned at 4:31 pm.  
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To: Chief Administrative Officer   Date: February 7, 2022 
From:  Mike Dickinson, Manager of Long Range Planning and  
  Sharel Isabella, Senior Planner - Policy 
Subject: Stave Heights Neighbourhood Plan - LAN.47 Referrals and Public Engagement 

Results 
 

Recommendation(s) 
1. That OCP Amending Bylaw 6065-2021-5670(30) to incorporate the Stave Heights 

Neighbourhood Plan as a schedule in the OCP be granted second reading, as amended; 
and 

2. That, subject to OCP Amending Bylaw 6065-2021-5670(30) receiving second reading as 
amended, a Public Hearing be scheduled for a date to be determined.  

Purpose 
The Stave Heights Neighbourhood Plan (SHNP), previously referenced as the ‘Parr Local Area 
Plan’ (PLAP), has been prepared to guide future development and public investment on 30 
hectares of undeveloped land east of Stave Lake Street, south of Parr Avenue.  The SHNP 
envisions a desirable compact urban neighbourhood that provides a variety of housing types 
linked to trails, parks, and a nearby commercial node. The community engagement approach to 
develop SHNP involved significant stakeholder consultation. 
On November 1, 2021, Council granted first reading to the Bylaw that introduced the SHNP, 
then PLAP, as a schedule in the OCP.  The granting of first reading of the Bylaw initiated formal 
referrals to applicable agencies in accordance with Section 475 of the Local Government Act 
and City Policy LAN.47.  In addition to initiating formal referrals, staff conducted a month-long 
public engagement on the Draft Plan to collect residents' feedback, as well as continued 
ongoing discussions with key stakeholders. This report provides an overview of LAN.47 referrals 
and results of public and stakeholder engagement related to the draft Plan.  The results provide 
staff with insight about stakeholder and residents' feedback on the Draft Plan for this 
neighbourhood and the need for any necessary changes prior to moving forward to final 
adoption. 
Staff engaged with neighbouring residents, government agencies, First Nations, and property 
owners to seek feedback on the draft Plan. Given that most of the concerns expressed during 
public and stakeholder engagement of the draft Plan were considered earlier in the planning 
process, which formed the basis of developing the draft Plan, minor changes have since been 
made.   
These changes included mapping refinements based on GIS updates that provide more 
accurate locations for streamcourses, top of bank locations, road realignments for Hanson Drive 
and the strata road, the local park site, redesignation of a small townhouse area east of Hanson 
Drive to PNA (with consideration for Density Transfer as the area is considered to be mostly 
undevelopable), extension of the Apartment designated area at the corner of Hanson Drive and 
Stave Lake Street, and minor adjustments to the areas designated Townhouse and High 
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Density Townhouse south of Best Avenue.  As a result of these mapping adjustments, requisite 
updates to the attached OCP Amending Bylaw map were required.  As such, staff are 
recommending that the Amending Bylaw to incorporate the Stave Heights Neighbourhood Plan 
as a schedule in the OCP be granted second reading as amended and that a Public Hearing be 
scheduled for a date yet to be determined.     

Background  
The City is nearing the end of a year-long planning and community engagement process to 
develop a neighbourhood plan for the Stave Heights area. This is a unique opportunity to create 
a compact, urban neighbourhood that provides a variety of housing options linked to trails, 
parks, and nearby commercial node.  The Plan provides direction for future development and 
public investment.  The Plan addresses land use, housing, urban design, natural open space, 
parks, and mobility. 
The planning process focuses on a community engagement approach whereby public feedback 
was sought early on and at the initial planning stage.  In the winter of 2020/2021, staff 
conducted public engagement through an online survey to collect feedback on issues and 
aspirations for the future of this area.  Environmental protection of the D’Herbomez Creek 
system and wildlife habitat as well as safe vehicle access onto Stave Lake Street and the need 
for a well-designed park were among the key concerns expressed by the public. 
The Plan addresses many of the concerns expressed during early consultation with policies 
focused on expanding natural open space areas adjacent to watercourses and ensuring a 
connected trail network capitalizing on adjacent Fraser River Heritage Park trail system and the 
scenic natural hillside environment as well as development of a new park in this neighbourhood.  
Public feedback formed the basis for Plan principles such as protect natural areas, create parks 
and trails, enhance pedestrian and cyclist movement, and efficient servicing for a hillside 
community. 
Following first reading of the OCP Amending Bylaw, engagement in accordance with LAN.47 
policy requirements was carried out with referral letters sent to the following agencies in addition 
to Kwantlen, Leq’a:mel, Matsqui, and Sumas First Nations: 

• Agricultural Land Commission; 

• Fisheries and Oceans Canada; 

• Fraser Valley Regional District; 

• Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy; 

• Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure; and 

• School District #75. 
To understand residents’ insights on the proposed Plan, and whether the Plan ensures a future 
neighbourhood that residents envision, public engagement was conducted on the Draft Plan.  
Feedback was sought through a consultation process consisting of the following activities, 
including advertising initiatives: 

• virtual staff presentations and opportunity to provide feedback and for staff to respond 
to questions on engage.mission.ca; 

• two public meetings at Clarke Theatre; 

• walking tour of the Parr neighbourhood; 
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• postcard mailouts to 2,200 residents in the surrounding area; 

• advertisement through School District #75 and nearby schools;  

• newspaper notice; 

• ongoing updates to the project website at engage.mission.ca; 

• staff responses and feedback at engage.mission.ca; and 

• ongoing discussions with stakeholders, including property owners. 
During public consultation (November 5 through to December 5, 2021), staff consulted with 
various government agencies through the LAN.47 policy and formal referrals, as well as 
continued discussions with property owners and other key stakeholders. 
In addition to public consultation, several stakeholders have been engaged throughout the 
planning process including School District #75; First Nations; Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural 
Resource Operations and Rural Development; property owners; Westminster Abbey; Council 
committees; and City staff. 

Discussion and Analysis 
Public and Stakeholder Feedback 
In total, approximately 25 persons attended the two public meetings and the walking tour. In 
total, the project website at engage.mission.ca received 969 visitors demonstrating a strong 
awareness of the Draft Plan, while only approximately 15 persons provided written thoughts or 
questions. Key concerns raised include: 

• increased traffic, particularly on Stave Lake Street; 

• concern for environmentally sensitive areas and tree protection; 

• safe and comfortable walking and cycling routes along Stave Lake Street; 

• impact of infrastructure and ongoing maintenance costs associated with new 
development on existing residents; 

• impact of growth on schools and health services; 

• storm water run-off impacts on residences downhill from Stave Heights; 

• higher density development; 

• pre-approved development area not being included in the overall strategy; 

• opportunity for further public input at time of application review;  

• upkeep of landscaping within agricultural buffer; 

• provide diversity of housing options including rental options; 

• connected trail network to Fraser River Heritage Park and Prentice Avenue area; 

• the importance of an active park; 

• mitigate impact of apartments on adjacent single-family dwellings; 

• parking; and 

• inclusion of new commercial development. 
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Discussions with property owners highlighted: 

• a primary concern being incorporating a two-way turn signal at Stave Lake Street and 
Knight Avenue/Hanson Drive to permit full turning movements at this intersection; 
(Regarding the property owner’s request for a signalized intersection at Stave Street and 
Knight Avenue/Hanson Drive that would allow for full turning movements, the 
Engineering Department has advised that the property owner/developer’s transportation 
engineering consultant should communicate with the City’s Engineering Department and 
provide significant detailed analysis in order for the Engineering Department to review 
this concept.)   

• continued concern for the extended watercourse buffers within the Protected Natural 
Assets (PNA) areas; 

• the need for an agricultural buffer, given that Parr Avenue east of Hanson Drive would 
be closed to motor vehicle traffic; 

• opportunities for commercial development and a ‘seniors’ residence’ apartment building 
near the intersection of Stave Lake Street and Hanson Drive; and 

• the need for flexibility in developing a variety of housing types. 
Referral letter responses include a response from the BC Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) 
that recommended a 30 m buffer separating buildings from land in the ALR (also consistent with 
the Zoning Bylaw) instead of the 20 m buffer currently proposed by the Plan. The Matsqui First 
Nation requested general information, and staff provided an overview of this Plan. No other 
major issues were brought to staff’s attention in association with the LAN.47 referrals. 
Minor land use plan and text amendments have been made as part of ongoing draft plan editing 
and refinement and are highlighted in the following section of this report. 

Neighbourhood Plan Name 
Council requested renaming this local area plan in recognition that this new neighbourhood 
extends beyond Parr Avenue. As part of the month-long public consultation period, 
approximately 160 residents voted on a new name. The name “Stave Heights” received the 
most votes with close to 50% of participants voting for this new name. Westminster Heights 
received the second greatest number of votes, but at smaller fraction of the total votes – 24%.   
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Changes to the Draft Plan (renamed Stave Heights Neighbourhood Plan / SHNP) 
Changes to the updated Draft Plan are as follows: 

• A triangular piece of land to the east of Hanson Drive, isolated by the east branch of the 
D’Herbomez Creek watercourse and with no road access, has been changed from the 
‘Townhouse Residential’ designation, to the ‘Protected Natural Assets’ designation with 
yellow cross hatching lines on the Land Use Plan to reflect the undevelopable nature of 
the parcel.  This triangular area is identified on the Land Use Plan and in the Plan text as 
an area that could be considered for density transfer, recognizing its largely 
undevelopable potential for development due to its isolation that presents challenges for 
access and servicing. 

• Stave Lake Street has been illustrated as a ‘Pedestrian and Cycling Corridor’ on the 
Land Use Plan and discussed in the text to reinforce the Plan’s mobility policies and 
objectives to include attractive and safe pedestrian and cycling facilities to connect the 
Stave Heights neighbourhood with the commercial core and schools at 11th Avenue and 
Stave Lake Street. 

• Mapping updates have been made to reflect refinements in the City’s Geographic 
Information System (GIS) that include revised locations for the streamcourses, top of 
bank locations, some road alignments, minor adjustments to the Townhouse, High 
Density Townhouse, Apartment designated areas south of Best Avenue and a minor 
revision to the boundary of the local Park. 

• The neighbourhood name change from Parr to Stave Heights. 
Many of the issues raised during the public consultation process are addressed through Plan 
policies as well as in other City Plans.  For example, Stave Lake Street is classified as an 
arterial road and will be widened in the future as development in this neighbourhood occurs.  It 
is to be designed for safe and attractive walking and cycling and is now identified in the Plan as 
a ‘Pedestrian and Cycling Corridor’.  The Protected Natural Assets designation includes 
environmental buffer area adjacent to new development for protection of watercourses, ravine 
banks and natural habitat. Existing tree replacement policies apply at a 3:1 ratio for each tree 
identified in the arborist report as being removed prior to development. 

Financial Implications 
The Director of Finance is currently reviewing the Development Cost Charges Bylaw and the 
community amenity contributions policy in coordination with other City Departments and will 
provide a financial analysis report with recommendations for this development including 
financing options for the proposed parkland and trail acquisition and development.  An 
accompanying Engineering Services Plan is underway and will be completed following Plan 
adoption. Recent GIS mapping updates prepared by the Engineering Department have included 
revisions illustrated in the Land Use Plan and the OCP Amending bylaw plan. 

Communication 
If Council grants second reading to the OCP Amending Bylaw, and following a public hearing, 
staff will present the proposed Stave Heights Neighbourhood Plan to Council for third reading. 

Summary and Conclusion 
This report provides a summary of responses to formal OCP amendment referrals, and public 
stakeholder engagement on the draft Plan, including continued feedback from property owners 
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and adjacent residents. Minor changes have been made to the Plan that form the proposed 
Bylaw and in response to the concerns raised early in the planning process which formed the 
basis of draft Plan policies.  These changes focus on GIS mapping amendments, a land use 
amendment and text edits and refinement.  Staff will continue to consult with property owners as 
part of Plan implementation, as well as with First Nations and surrounding nearby residents 
through the development approval process.  The corresponding financial report and engineering 
services plan will be completed following Bylaw and Plan adoption. 
OCP Amending Bylaw 6065-2021-5670(30), as amended, is not appended with this report but 
appears in the February 7, 2022 Regular Council Agenda under the Bylaws for Consideration 
section. 

Report Prepared by:  Sharel Isabella, Senior Planner – Policy 
Reviewed by:   Mike Dickinson, Manager of Long Range Planning 
Reviewed by:   Dan Sommer, Director of Development Services 
Approved for Inclusion:  Mike Younie, Chief Administrative Officer 
 

Attachment(s)  
Attachment A: Stave Heights Local Area Plan 
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To: Chief Administrative Officer   Date: February 7, 2022 
From:  Mike Dickinson, Manager of Long Range Planning; and  
  Kirsten Hargreaves, Manager of Social Development 
Subject: Affordable Housing Strategy 
 

Recommendation(s) 
1. That Council approve the Affordable Housing Strategy dated December 2021; and 
2. That Council support the initiatives of the Mission Sustainable Housing Committee and 

the Development Liaison Committee to form a sub-committee to review and assist in 
implementing the recommendations of the Affordable Housing Strategy. 

Purpose 
Mission has undertaken an Affordable Housing Strategy (referred to in this report as “the 
Strategy” or “the AHS”) to respond to the City’s profound housing needs and to provide more 
diverse housing options that address housing gaps identified in the City’s Housing Needs 
Assessment (HNA) Report completed in 2020. The Strategy has been developed as a guide for 
staff and Council to respond to the housing crises, in partnership with senior levels of 
government, non-profit organizations, and the private sector.  
The Strategy provides a roadmap on how the municipality plans to contribute to improving 
housing opportunities when addressing the urgent need to increase housing supply, diversity, 
and affordability. Certain policy and regulatory directions will require further research and 
consultation.  

Background 
Why an Affordable Housing Strategy? 

Responding to the housing crisis is the most significant challenge facing the City today. Single 
detached homes and townhouse prices have increased approximately 180% in the last 10 years 
and rental vacancy rates are below 1%. Based on the benchmark price of certain types of 
homes in Mission, a household income of $188,665 is needed to purchase a single family 
detached home, an income of $124,735 is needed for a townhouse and an income of $92,717 is 
needed for an apartment.  
Supply is a key determinant of housing costs and currently Mission is not building enough 
housing to keep pace with the projected population and to address the cumulative shortfall over 
the years. Currently, approximately 165 units are built annually and more than twice as many 
are needed to make a positive change in the housing market. Rental availability and affordability 
are the most critical housing gap to be addressed where 64% of the units built annually in 
Mission need to be rental (2020 to 2024).  
Given increasing housing costs and inadequate supply, Mission households are struggling to 
secure and maintain acceptable housing that meets their needs. Downsizing, upgrading, 
entering the housing market, and finding suitable and affordable rental options affects everyone. 
Affordability is not a one size fits all model – different rent levels and home prices are needed.  
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As of 2016, 24% of all households in Mission are facing affordability issues and in recognition of 
this challenge, 750 more affordable housing units are needed by 2024 (housing costs that are 
less then 30% of household income before tax). The number of people in Mission experiencing 
homelessness has increased from 63 to 178 individuals since 2017.  
City initiatives to address housing needs include the 2010 Affordable Housing Strategy, housing 
policy incentives (LAN.61), 2018 Official Community Plan housing policies, and the 2020 HNA. 
The City’s 2010 Affordable Housing Strategy resulted in limited action due to limited political 
support to foster partnerships needed to deliver affordable housing, as well as limited 
investment in public land for housing, and limited staff capacity. 

2020 Housing Needs Assessment  

The City completed a HNA in May 2020, fulfilling legislative requirements for local governments 
to undertake a housing needs assessment by April 2022. Using 2016 Census data, the HNA 
identified priority groups and housing gaps, including the number of new units needed for each 
group by 2024, as follows: 

• Renters (rental housing) – more purpose-built rental units are needed. To make a 
significant improvement to the housing market, 1,315 rental units are needed to be built 
between 2020 and 2024, or 261 rental units per year.   

• Women and children in crisis, escaping violence, or at greater risk of experiencing 
homelessness (transition homes and second stage housing) – there are an 
estimated 215 women and children households in need of transition and second stage 
housing. Recent data shows 321 women and 421 children were turned away from 
transition homes due to lack of capacity.  

• People with mental and/or physical disabilities – 100 units will be needed by 2024. 
• Seniors (seniors’ housing) – 355 units are required by 2024. 
• Indigenous people (culturally safe housing) – 60 units needed by 2024. 

• Families (2- and 3-bedroom rentals and smaller ownership units - 2 bedrooms or 
less) – 1,315 rental units, where more 2 and 3 bedrooms are needed.  

• Individuals experiencing homelessness and housing for individuals at risk of 
homelessness (shelter space) – 170 spaces are needed.  

About the Strategy  

In order to help these challenges, the City has developed a 10-year plan to address housing 
needs and provide more diverse housing options that address housing gaps identified in the 
City’s 2020 HNA Report. This Strategy represents the City’s commitment to being an inclusive 
community with a wide range of housing options for all residents of varying age, income, and 
ability.  
The AHS addresses all housing types but focuses on rental housing, given it was the top priority 
emerging from the City’s HNA. The rate of unaffordable housing for renters is 39.1%, 15% 
higher than the provincial average. Only 5% of Mission’s housing stock is rental and this 
consists mostly of secondary suites. There has been almost no change in the number of 
dwelling units in the primary rental market over the past 30 years with 77% of the City’s rental 
stock built prior to 1980.  
The Strategy highlights the need for local governments to form partnerships with senior 
governments to secure capital contributions and on-going operational funding for new non-
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market housing projects, process development applications quickly, provide more opportunity 
for housing in neighbourhoods that can accommodate additional density, and to think creatively 
and explore innovative solutions.  
Key findings from the HNA represent the basis from which strategies and actions have been 
identified. There are multiple recommended strategies to address different issues and 
opportunities identified through stakeholder consultation and background policy review.  

Stakeholder Consultation 

Development of the AHS considers stakeholder engagement with the Development Laison 
Committee (DLC), the Sustainable Housing Committee (SHC) and City Staff. Engagement 
included virtual workshops and interviews. Given that many actions will require additional study 
and public consultation, implentation of the Strategy will require ongoing coordination with the 
DLC and SHC. A few key issues identified by the DLC relate to streamlining the development 
review process, clarity around policy and process, prioritize increasing supply, and uncertainty 
with OCP compliant projects. City staff expressed similar concerns.     
The SHC key issues include: 

• no publicly owned parcels available for housing projects;  
• more housing is needed;  
• communicate growth management practices to the public; 
• creative partnerships; and 
• explore waiving development costs, such as DCC’s for non-profit housing projects.  

Both committees identify a disconnect between planning policy and Council decision making.  
Following development of this AHS, staff have undertaken ongoing discussions with the DLC in 
response to expressed concerns the DLC have regarding the AHS. A report of DLC’s key 
concerns with the AHS and staff responses is provided (Attachment B). Many of the DLC key 
concerns are addressed in the Strategy and will be addressed through implementation of 
actions that include ongoing coordination with the DLC and SHC.  

The Strategy Up Close 

The front end of the Strategy includes an overview of the following: 

• defining the affordability crises and drivers of housing costs;  
• rising house prices;  
• roles of various levels of government, non-profit, and private sectors; 
• “affordability snapshots” illustrating different housing experiences and challenges in 

trying to secure housing;  
• what the City has accomplished;  
• issues with the 2010 Housing Strategy and what’s new including the senior government 

funding landscape;  
• priority groups and gaps; 
• the housing continuum and market and non-market housing; and  
• accessing non-market housing.  

From five key strategy areas, 13 priority strategies were identified for implementation over the 
next three years. A clear and action-oriented framework is provided to ensure staff and partners 
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can move to implementation successfully. For each strategy presented, a comprehensive list of 
actions to carry out the strategy and key contributors (e.g., City, non-profit, private sector) are 
included. Examples of projects from around BC are provided. Implementation is already 
underway for certain strategies and implementation of multiple strategies is expected to occur 
concurrently. The five key strategy areas and top 13 strategies, including a few related points, 
are as follows: 
1. Expand the Supply and Diversity of Housing 

1.1. Hire a Social Housing Coordinator 

• Improve internal capacity, assist coordination between non-profit housing providers 
and the development sector, and capitalize on senior government funding, while still 
available.   

1.2. Streamline the Development Approval Process 

• Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the review process for quicker turn-
around times to bring more units online. 

• Staff and stakeholders referenced the challenges of lengthy processing times.   

2. Expand the Supply of New Rental and Affordable Housing 

2.1. Revise and Clarify the Density Bonus Program 

• Greater clarity and consistency are needed. 

• Units provided will not be affordable for many households – only those close to 
being able to afford market rent given the operation costs of non-market housing. 

• Deeply subsidized rental units will likely only be provided through partnerships with 
BC Housing and CMHC.  

2.2. Revise the Existing Community Amenity Contribution (CAC) Policy 

• By increasing rates, Mission will be in a better position to support affordable housing 
applications with a financial commitment. 

• Currently, the CAC fund is limited in that “affordable housing” is not a defined 
community amenity. 

2.3. Create an Affordable Housing Reserve Fund 

• Set aside and hold funds for future affordable housing projects.  
• Local builders/developers contribute in lieu of affordable housing units, CACs and 

allocation of annual City funds are key sources. 

3. Partner with Senior Government to Access Funding for Housing and Commit to Advocacy 

3.1. Support SARA for Women in Building More Housing for Women and Children Escaping 
Family Violence 

• 321 women and 421 children were turned away due to lack of supportive housing.  

• The trend is worsening and there is an immediate need for new units. 
• SARA for Women is interested in pursuing new housing projects to support this 

priority group to meet their temporary and long-term housing needs. 
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• Given recent funding announcements, there is opportunity to partner with SARA and 
senior government to build new units. 

3.2. Build Awareness of Funding Opportunities 

• Renewed investment in affordable housing projects at the provincial and federal 
level. 

• Funding is not always available, so we need to act now. 
• Ensure the City and local non-profits are aware of funding opportunities. 

3.3. Foster Partnerships between Non-Profit Agencies with Governments and Developers 
for Affordable Housing and Improve Local Non-Profit Capacity 

• Given the complexities and timelines associated with development, strong 
partnerships aim to ensure project success. 

• The City occupies a unique position to encourage dialogue and assemble the 
requisite groups. 

3.4. Complete an Inventory Analysis of Public Buildings and Faith-based Facilities and Build 
Affordable Housing on Identified Sites   

• The City has limited publicly available land for affordable housing. 
• Co-location opportunities and relying on public buildings and facilities operated by 

faith institutions is critical.   

4. Build Awareness and Support for Managing Growth and Affordable Housing 

4.1. Develop a Framework to Support Strong Growth Management Principles 

• Support growth in areas close to transit, services, and amenities.  
• Locate higher density to the Downtown and commercial and transit nodes. 
• Develop neighbourhood plans and in the interim develop a framework to assist in 

decision making.   

5. Address Inadequate Living Conditions and Minimize Impacts on Tenants  

5.1. Develop a Standards of Maintenance Bylaw  

• Provides the power to enforce basic levels of maintenance and safety for rental 
accommodation to address inadequate living conditions. 

• 910 households live with conditions such as mold, insufficient insulation, no heating, 
faulty wiring or plumbing and poorly secured locks.   

5.2. Develop a Tenant Relocation and Protection Policy  

• As older rental buildings come up for redevelopment, ensure a policy framework to 
ensure households are adequately notified, compensated, and aided in finding new 
housing.   
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5.3. Provide Information on Landlord and Tenant Rights and Responsibilities 

• The City can convene education sessions and provide informational resources to 
make sure residents are aware of existing support and services.  

Other strategies include: 

• Utilize pre-zoning to facilitate development; 
• Develop a suite-ready policy; 
• Develop lock-off unit guidelines; 
• Develop a family friendly policy;  
• Develop an adaptable housing policy; 
• Consider development cost charge exemptions for affordable housing; 
• Prepare a guide outlining incentives for affordable rental housing;  
• Advocate and encourage pet-friendly rental housing; 
• Design a growth management public communication campaign; and 
• Publish materials to destigmatize homelessness and substance use.  

The Strategy includes an appendix of bylaw and policy examples from other BC municipalities 
that could help inform implementation of the Strategy. 

Implementation and Monitoring 

Priority levels and associated timelines for initiating actions are included as part of a 
prioritization framework for this ten-year plan. The actual pace of implementation is contingent 
on resources made available by Council for additional staff positions and other consulting 
studies. Members of the SHC and the DLC have met and discussed their interest in meeting as 
a sub-committee to assist staff in reviewing and implementing the recommendations of the 
Affordable Housing Strategy. 
Monitoring housing trends and assessing the impact of policies and initiatives and the overall 
progress of the strategy is key to the success of the AHS. This can be achieved through Annual 
Housing Strategy Progress Reports and Housing Needs Assessment updates. 
The AHS is an action-oriented document, yet many actions will require further coordination, 
additional study, public consultation, and ongoing mobilizations. Sufficient staff capacity to 
support implementation of the strategy is critical to its success.    
The strategy provides a framework for a collaborative group of staff, developers, and community 
groups and agencies to use to facilitate increasing affordable housing available in Mission.  This 
collaborative approach will help to refine and improve on any recommended actions or policies, 
as well as to suggest additional recommended actions that could be more successful, 
Differences in opinion can be documented to aid Council in making decisions on specific action 
items. 

Financial Implications 
Implementation is contingent on resources made available through Council for additional staff 
positions and other consultant studies. 
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Communication 
Many actions will require further coordination, additional study, public consultation, and ongoing 
mobilizations, including ongoing coordination with the DLC and SHC.  

Summary and Conclusion 
The City has developed a 10-year plan to address housing needs and provide more diverse 
housing options that address housing gaps identified in the City’s Housing Needs Report 
completed in 2020. This Strategy represents the City’s commitment to being an inclusive 
community with a wide range of housing options for all residents of varying age, income, and 
ability. Key findings from the HNA represent the basis from which strategies and actions have 
been identified. There are multiple recommended strategies to address different issues and 
opportunities identified through stakeholder consultation and background policy review.  
The AHS is an action-oriented document, yet many actions will require further coordination, 
additional study, public consultation, and ongoing mobilizations. Implementing the 
recommendations using a collaborative approach by staff, the Development Liaison Committee, 
the Sustainable Housing Committee, and other community stakeholders will help to refine and 
improve on any recommended actions or policies, as well as to suggest additional 
recommended actions that could be more successful. Sufficient staff capacity to support 
implementation of the strategy is critical to its success.    
 
Report Prepared by:  Sharel Isabella, Senior Planner - Policy  
Reviewed by:   Mike Dickinson, Manager of Long Range Planning 
Reviewed by:   Kirsten Hargreaves, Manager of Social Development 
Reviewed by:   Dan Sommer, Director of Development Services 
Approved for Inclusion:  Mike Younie, Chief Administrative Officer 
 

Attachment(s)  
Attachment A: Affordable Housing Strategy 
Attachment B: DLC Industry Representatives Comments on Mission’s Draft Affordable 

Housing Strategy (AHS) 
Attachment C: Affordable Housing Strategy Report – How the AHS Addresses DLC 

concerns 
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To: Mike Dickinson 

Cc: Barclay Pitkethly / Mike Younie 

Date: October 20, 2021 

DLC Industry Representatives Comments on Mission’s Draft Affordable Housing Strategy (AHS) 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the above. However we were surprised that our 
volunteer committee was granted only 10 working days to provide  comments on such an important 
document. 

General Comments 

Rather than the describe the challenge ‘how to solve an affordability crisis’ Mission staff, Council and 
the development industry should be working together ‘to make housing in Mission more affordable’. 
This later approach allows the challenge to be addressed via a partnership approach and avoids getting 
engaged in the issue of defining what’s ‘affordable’. 

Traditional economic theory of supply and demand has been shown to moderate house prices However 
there is little recognition in the AHS of the role of the private housing sector to supply the number of 
homes - rental and ownership – that are necessary to address the problems identified in the HNA: 

• Mission needs to build more housing every year just to keep its “head above water”
• Mission needs a wider variety of housing stock to meet the community’s needs, including more

purpose-built rental apartment units and fewer single family dwellings

Instead the AHS leans heavily on government intervention – i.e secure government funding;  hire more 
staff and numerous consultants to undertake numerous studies; process development applications for 
non-market housing projects in priority to market housing applications; require new homes to pay into 
an Affordable Housing Fund, with no apparent consideration  of the cost of these programs,  consultants  
and studies; the length of time it will take for this approach to see any measurable solutions to the 
problem; and, that short-term solutions to the problem are currently available to Mission by working in 
partnership with the development industry vs at their  expense.  

AHS doesn’t assess the impact of their recommendations to the cost of new housing. For example, they 
suggest Missions’ CACs  should be higher because they are low compared to Abbotsford, Maple Ridge 
and Chilliwack – without recognizing that increased CAC’s will increase the cost of all new housing in 
Mission. Further a portion of the increased CACs are put towards an Affordable Housing Fund that will 
be used to develop non-market housing. Aside from the increasing role of the provincial and federal 
governments to be more responsible for providing social housing, it begs the question: If the provision of 
affordable housing is a community-wide concern – as set out in the report – then why are only new home 
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purchasers funding a key piece of the solution? The solution to a community-wide problem should be 
funded by the entire community – i.e, all taxpayers and new developments including the ICI sector. 

AHS doesn’t address the potential of making secondary suites an ‘as of right land use’ in all Residential 
Zones to immediately increase the amount of rental housing in Mission. Given that staff have largely 
developed this policy we’re unsure why it’s not in the report, and support staff bringing it to Council as 
soon as possible. 

AHS sets out a timeline is to have the top 12 strategies implemented within 3 years, and all 23 strategies 
in place within 10 years. While appreciating this aggressive timetable, it is unlikely to be met. For 
example, it has taken 4 years for staff to complete a secondary suite policy that’s still not ready for 
council approval.  Further staff is already swamped with their current workload that they can’t keep up 
with, as evidenced  the length of it takes to process development and building permit applications - so 
neither staff nor the system are able to take on the amount of work recommended in the report. We are 
concerned the workprogram and timetable is overly optimistic and will end up disappointing everyone 
that’s banking on it being successful. An alternative  approach would be for the AHS to set out  realistic 
targets for the key deliverables, and to focus on actions that can be implemented locally (i.e increase the 
supply of housing by improving the development approval process) vs hoping to secure government 
funding amongst the stiff competition for limited provincial and national funds  from other 
municipalities.  

 

Specific Comments 

AHS recommends that a  Social Housing Development Coordinator be hired.  Instead, this should be a 
Housing Coordinator who is responsible for the efficient processing of all residential developments – 
market & non-market – to increase the supply of housing in Mission. The Coordinator’s KPI’s would be 
based on:  

• Annual increases in the number of residential applications processed, total number of 
residential units approved, and number of residential units that building permits were issued 
for,  and  

• Annual reductions in the length of time it takes for residential development and building permit 
applications to be approved. 

 

AHS has a section called Defining the Affordability Crisis and Drivers of Housing Costs. Some 
observations: 

• The AHS acknowledges the definition of ‘affordability’ can vary significantly depending on who 
you talk to. That’s why we suggest the challenge be described as ‘how to make housing in 
Mission more affordable’ and that improvements in the development approval process will help 
increase the supply of rental and ownership housing in Mission.  

• In Mission government fees and charges represent an average of  $87,000 on a new single 
family homes and $65,000 for a typical townhome. As such the report should recommend ways 
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to reduce these costs vs increase them 
• AHS advises that CMHC statistics don’t count secondary suites and apartments in the rental 

inventory. Aside from being very surprised this is the case; it also understates the amount of 
rental accommodation that’s available in Mission.  

• AHS also states that the “…speculative demand associated with investor purchases also forms 
a substantial component of the housing market in many larger urban centres worldwide. This 
trend can  be summarized as the “financialization” of housing as the purchase of housing is used 
as an investment rather than a home”. This statement seems to ignore that fact that these 
investors provide the bulk of the rental accommodation that CMHC doesn’t record in their 
statistics. Further , it was investors in the MURB program that delivered the bulk of purpose-
built rental units in the country until the program was eliminated. 

• Further for the AHS to suggest that   “A weak Canadian dollar and historically low interest rates 
have contributed to making  Vancouver residential property an attractive investment for 
investors” ignores the fact that the Lower Mainland is annually recognized as one of the 
most attractive places in the world to live.  

 

The Supply Factors discussion should recognize that the inability to process development and building 
applications in a timely manner restricts housing supply and increases housing prices. It should also 
explain the key role of municipalities in the housing spectrum – to process development & building 
applications - the approval of which are conditions precedent to building of market, and non-market, 
rental and ownership housing that Mission needs  

Surprising to find out that  CMHC rental data refers only to purpose-built rental housing and does 
not include secondary rental units (i.e., rented condominiums and secondary suites). That suggests 
that the supply of rental accommodation in Mission is measurably higher than what’s reported. Policies 
as important as the AHS shouldn’t be based on incomplete information. As such, please update the base 
data to include the number of units, and the associated  vacancy rate, with these ‘secondary rental 
units’ accounted for. 

The report includes a section on the DLC Virtual Workshop. We don’t believe the report captures all our 
comments. Further if DLC had been presented with this draft AHS at the workshop, you can be assured 
we would have had many more comments. Our concern about how staff reports don’t fully capture all 
DLC comments has been expressed previously. 

The discussion re: Why an Affordable Housing Strategy suggests that the majority of downsizers move 
into apartments, thereby ignoring the movement to smaller homes, townhomes, out of Mission 
altogether to other areas, into seniors homes, to live with their kids….  It also doesn’t recognize that the 
movement of renters from basement suites to ownership  of new apartments and townhomes allows 
new renters to occupy the vacated basement suites, part of the ‘Circle of Housing’ 

Considering the chronic underbuilding of market housing in Mission that was recognized in the HNA, 
why isn’t the Market Housing Group considered a Priority Group and Gap?  

AHS recognizes that “Each source of supply along the housing spectrum is interrelated, and constraints 
in any one supply type will impact others”. Despite recognizing this interrelationship, the report largely 
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ignores  the role of market housing to increase the overall supply of housing in Mission as an effective 
tool to  make  housing in Mission more affordable . 

Because the AHS acknowledges that “Affordability is a contentious and subjective term, with many 
different interpretations” staff should be open to the industry’s approach of  ’how to make housing in 
Mission more affordable’. This is particularly relevant  because most people don’t realize that the 
‘affordability’ issue  - as defined  by CMHC – relates only to core housing which the market housing 
industry isn’t responsible for providing. As such  affordability may be an issue for a smaller component 
of the market vs the ‘widespread housing crisis’ the report suggests. 

AHS uses the benchmark price (dated July 2021) for the 3 ‘affordability snapshots’. However because of 
the pent-up demand created through COVID, that snapshot price reflects the strongest residential 
market condition in the Fraser Valley since Spring 2019. A more appropriate reference value would the 
year-over-year pricing that factors in inventory for each unit type so the report reflects longterm pricing 
trends vs snapshot pricing.  

 

Top 12 Strategies 

• Considering the AHS wants these  12 strategies implemented within 3 years why is Streamline & 
Simplify the Development Approvals Process number 7 on the list? This is an internal and local 
solution with a much higher likelihood of  success than some of Items 1 through 6. For example 
the AHS should focus on actions that can be implemented locally (i.e increase the supply of 
housing by improving the development approval process, allow secondary suites ‘as of right’…) 
vs. trying to secure provincial and federal government funding amongst stiff competition from 
other municipalities 
 

• We don’t understand the matrix associated with Timeline for Implementation.  
 

 
Objective 1 

• ‘Prioritize modular buildings for projects that comprise predominantly smaller units’ doesn’t 
get addressed until 2021 – 2025. However it seems to be an action step that can be 
addressed immediately.  Further it seems to be at the same level of priority as Advocating 
for Pet Friendly Rentals that is expected to have significantly less influence to increase the 
supply of homes in Mission than building more modular homes 
 

• Has staff calculated how many external consultants need to be hired to complete the 
numerous studies that are being recommended,  over how many years,  and at what cost?  

 

Objective 2 

• AHS mentions the development of Growth Management Principles. Has the preparation of 
a Growth Management Strategy been approved by Council?  
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• How does Hire a consultant to update the City’s design guidelines for townhouses, low-rise 
apartments, and high-rise  apartments increase Mission’s housing supply? 

 

• DLC does not support: 
o Action 2.1.C  as it introduces a non-elected, and therefore non-accountable, group to 

define what’s an acceptable development application and the associated priority when 
its processed. This is Council’s role. 

o Action 2.1.D  is an arbitrary requirement that’s being recommended without an 
assessment of the negative impact it will have on the provision and cost of new housing  

 

Objective 3 

• AHS states that “The City …. requires an increase in organizational capacity to manage 
growth effectively and build more units”. We suggest that Mission needs to complete the 
introduction and acceptance by staff of a new corporate culture with associated 
performance metrics before it hires any more staff. Otherwise, it’s just more of the same.  
 

• Our comment re: the report’s recommendation that a Social Housing Development 
Coordinator be hired is above. 
 

• AHS recommends that “…Mission prioritize affordable housing applications in their internal 
review process to ensure such applications are processed quickly.” Action 3.2.B reiterates 
this recommendation.  

o DLC objects to this  Action as it will reduce the amount of new market housing that 
will be delivered in Mission. Further Mission is already suffering from a lack of 
investor confidence because it cannot tell developers how quickly development 
applications will be approved or when building permits will be issued. This Action  
will further erode this confidence. 

 
• Industry supports Actions that recommends prezoning. However because implementation 

is largely in Mission’s control this should be an Immediate Action (coloured in orange) vs a 
Phase 1 Action. Further if CNV can address the CAC issue, we’re confident that Mission can. 
 

• Our comments on the absence of a recommendation to make secondary suites an ‘as of 
right land use’ in all Residential Zones vs the report’s recommendation to Develop a Suite-
Ready policy are noted above. 
 

• We support the recommendation re: lock-off guidelines but believe it should be moved to a 
priority item (i.e coloured orange) vs Phase 2 (not done until 2021-2028). This a measure 
that Mission can introduce immediately by borrowing policies from other municipalities 
that have adopted this housing form. 
 

• We are concerned about the cost of an adaptable housing policy to new homes.  
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Objectives 4 and 5 

• The industry strongly objects  to these Objectives as they are entirely new initiatives that 
could have significant impacts to the processes associated with  delivering new housing in 
Mission. Therefore, a full assessment of the pros and cons of these objectives to making 
housing in Mission more affordable is necessary.  
 

• For example, the report calls for a detailed economic analysis of the density bonusing 
policy; suggests that CACs are too low and therefore should be increased; doesn’t take the 
opportunity  to assess the impact of DCCs, CACs and the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund 
on new housing costs;  and doesn’t assess the impact of the Tenant Relocation Policy to 
make it harder to find development land in Mission because of cost and complexity. 

 

We look forward to discussing these and other comments with you and working towards a 
partnership  approach to making housing in Mission more affordable.  

 

Respectfully submitted 
 
DLC Industry Representatives 
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Affordable Housing Strategy Report – How the AHS addresses DLC concerns 

During the preparation of the Affordable Housing Strategy, staff liaised with members of the 
Development Liaison Committee (DLC) on a number of occasions. On February 23, 2021, staff 
met with the DLC to explain the Housing Needs Assessment report, and how it provided a 
foundation for the Affordable Housing Strategy.  An online workshop was held with the DLC 
early in 2021 that was facilitated by the consultant who prepared the AHS.  On October 20, 
2021, the DLC members submitted a report with comments concerning the draft Affordable 
Housing Strategy (Attachment 1).  Staff also met with DLC members at an in-person meeting on 
November 10, 2021, where the DLC representatives explained their key concerns about the 
AHS.  Staff subsequently met with a DLC representative virtually on December 8, 2021, where 
DLC concerns about the draft document were discussed, along with interest in participating with 
the Affordable Housing Strategy implementation, particularly regarding the need to increase 
housing supply and streamlining approval processes.  

The following table provides an overview of the DLC members concerns regarding the draft 
Affordable Housing Strategy combined with ways that the revised AHS addresses these issues.  
Through the analysis of the DLC comments, staff are in general agreement with the requested 
revisions, while some concerns will not be addressed as the key focus of the Affordable 
Housing Strategy is to provide solutions for Mission residents who have the most urgent need 
for housing and shelter.  The recommendations from DLC members provided significant insights 
for revising the AHS report, and consequently, the updated report responds to many of these 
concerns.   Acknowledging the interest that the DLC members have with the Affordable Housing 
Strategy, and their expertise in diverse areas of housing production, the DLC members are 
invited to participate in implementing the AHS initiatives.  Participation from members of both 
the Development Liaison Committee and the Sustainable Housing Committee will ensure that 
the Affordable Housing Strategy components will be met in a balanced and effective manner. 

DLC Concerns/Issues AHS Actions 
Housing supply needs to be 
increased  

The AHS acknowledges that the housing supply has not 
kept pace with demand. Over the next five years, 412 
units/year are needed and only 165units/year are currently 
being constructed. To address the need for more housing, 
there is a need to increase staff capacity (e.g., a Social 
Housing Coordinator position), and to provide streamlined 
development application processing.  Process changes 
are recommended along with implementing a 
computerized application management system. (Key 
Strategy Area 1, pgs. 59 – 63). 

The AHS doesn’t address the 
potential of making secondary 
suites an ‘as of right’ land use 
in all residential zones. 

The AHS has been revised and Strategies 1.4 and 1.5 on 
pages 67 – 70 to address this concern so that new single 
family homes are designed and built to accommodate a 
secondary suite as an ‘outright use’. Strategy 1.5 calls for 
the development of ‘Lock-off Unit Guidelines’ to enable 
construction of these units with apartments.   City staff are 
preparing a secondary suite policy for suite development.   
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Hire a Housing Coordinator 
who is responsible for the 
efficient processing of all 
residential developments – 
market & non-market. 

Strategy 1.1 (pg. 60) recommends ‘Hire a Social Housing 
Coordinator.’ This strategy proposes a new staff member 
to improve internal capacity, assist coordination between 
non-profit housing providers and the development sector, 
and capitalize on funding from senior government. While 
this position focuses on providing housing for those in 
greatest social and economic need, it would also 
coordinate with market housing providers, and enable 
other staff to process market housing applications.   

Under the ‘Top 12 Strategies’ 
the DLC report asks why is 
‘Streamline & Simplify the 
Development Approvals 
Process’ number 7 on the list? 

Staff understand the DLC’s concerns regarding the 
prioritization of strategic actions, and consequently, the 
AHS report has been revised, repositioning this as 
Strategy 1.2.  Staff are reviewing the Preliminary 
Application Review (PAR) and development application 
review processes (e.g., Planning, Building, Engineering), 
as noted on page 62 to enhance processing effectiveness.   

Objective 1. ‘Prioritize modular 
buildings for projects that 
comprise predominantly 
smaller units’ doesn’t get 
addressed until 2021 – 25.  

The report supports using modular housing but 
recommends it should be a high, vs. an immediate priority.  
This would provide the City’s Forestry Department time to 
coordinate actions with modular housing manufacturers to 
design and build modular units using engineered wood 
from Mission’s municipal forest to create affordable 
housing units.  

Objective 1.  Has staff 
calculated how many external 
consultants need to be hired to 
complete the numerous 
studies that are being 
recommended? 

Some of the AHS actions could be accomplished by City 
staff, while other initiatives could require specialized 
expertise from consultants. This will be determined in the 
AHS implementation strategy where input from DLC and 
SHC members will assist in program delivery. 

Objective 2. Has a Growth 
Management Strategy been 
approved by Council? 

A Growth Management Strategy has been discussed with 
Council, and will provide a foundation for the 2022 OCP 
Review.  It will inform further discussions concerning the 
provision of affordable housing in Mission. 

Objective 2. DLC does not 
support Action 2.1.C of the 
draft report as it introduces a 
non-elected group to define 
what’s an acceptable 
development application, and 
the associated priority when its 
processed.  This is Council’s 
role. 

Action 2.1.C has been shifted to a lower priority being 
Strategy 4.1.B.  The SHC is a Committee of Council, 
authorized by Council to recommend action and assist in 
implementing strategies for providing affordable housing.  
In recognition of the DLC’s concerns, this strategy has 
been revised to include the DLC in working with the SHC 
members to develop an interim framework to assist with 
the evaluation of development applications on their 
alignment with the City’s growth management principles, 
particularly around the creation of complete communities.  
This is intended as an interim evaluation framework that 
would no longer be needed once detailed neighbourhood 
plans are in place. 

Objective 2. DLC does not 
support Action 2.1.D.   

Action 2.1.D as also been reassigned as Strategy 4.1.B.  
This strategy refers to OCP policies concerning such 
matters as affordable housing and multi-unit residential 
development. The OCP is proposed to be reviewed in 
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2022 – 23 and will include engagement with the DLC, SHC 
and other Council committees, commissions, residents 
and interest groups. The DLC members will be requested 
to provide input for the OCP review. 

Objective 3. The DLC provides 
many comments, some of 
which have been addressed in 
the revised report, as 
mentioned above. 

• Regarding the recommendation that Mission needs to 
adopt a new corporate culture before hiring any more 
staff, the City is implementing a new development 
management system to help streamline processing 
and to assist in the overall production of housing. 

• Mission needs to prioritize housing for those in 
greatest need, but recognizes the impacts of 
escalating housing costs for middle income families. 
Staff are addressing these concerns with initiatives for 
other forms of housing including higher density 
townhouse formats, lock-off suites in apartments and 
secondary suites in single family homes, duplexes and 
rowhomes.  

• Prezoning is being reviewed as an option that could 
assist with housing affordability. 

• Adaptable housing is being reviewed given that 
Mission’s population is aging, and an increasing 
percentage of residents will need housing the provides 
for greater access, mobility, convenience and safety 
while supporting ‘aging in place’ within Mission’s 
communities.     

Objectives 4 and 5. The 
industry strongly objects to 
these initiatives as the are 
entirely new initiatives that 
could have significant impact 
to the processes associated 
with delivering new housing in 
Mission. 

Objective 4 is now ‘Key Strategy Area 4: Build Awareness 
and Support for Managing Growth and Affordable 
Housing.’  
Objective 5 is now ‘Key Strategy Area 5: Address 
Inadequate living conditions and Minimize impacts to 
Tenants.’ 
The key focus of this report is to provide effective 
approaches for creating housing for Mission residents who   
are in greatest economic and social need. This report 
updates the 2010 Affordable Housing Strategy report that 
had a similar focus, and is not a new concept.  
 
The economic implications of providing greater housing 
affordability can be met in many ways. The AHS 
recommendations address the current shortfall in funding 
from development that could be directed towards providing 
housing affordability for the broader spectrum of housing 
needs in the City. The combination of enhancing 
processing efficiency, reducing development approval 
timelines, engagement with housing experts, and using 
updated fiscal tools to support equitable housing are part 
of the AHS initiatives for addressing Mission’s needs for 
housing affordability in the years ahead.  
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